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Abstract Pseudocontact shift (PCS) effects induced by a
paramagnetic lanthanide bound to a protein have become
increasingly popular in NMR spectroscopy as they yield a
complementary set of orientational and long-range structural
restraints. PCS are a manifestation of the v-tensor anisotropy, the Dv-tensor, which in turn can be determined from
the PCS. Once the Dv-tensor has been determined, PCS
become powerful long-range restraints for the study of protein structure and protein–ligand complexes. Here we
present the newly developed package Numbat (New Userfriendly Method Built for Automatic Dv-Tensor determination). With a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows a
high degree of interactivity, Numbat is specifically designed
for the computation of the complete set of Dv-tensor
parameters (including shape, location and orientation with
respect to the protein) from a set of experimentally measured
PCS and the protein structure coordinates. Use of the program for Linux and Windows operating systems is illustrated
by building a model of the complex between the E. coli DNA
polymerase III subunits e186 and h using PCS.
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Abbreviations
a
Subunit a of the E. coli polymerase III
e186
N-terminal 185 residues of the E. coli polymerase
III subunit e
h
Subunit h of the E. coli polymerase III
CSA
Chemical shielding anisotropy
GUI
Graphical user interface
HOT
The bacteriophage P1-encoded homolog of h
PCS
Pseudocontact shift
RACS Residual anisotropic chemical shift
RDC
Residual dipolar coupling
UTR
Unique Dv-tensor representation

Introduction
Paramagnetic lanthanide ions bound to the natural metalbinding site of a metalloprotein or introduced via a lanthanide tag provide a number of paramagnetic effects that
can be distance dependent (i.e. paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement), orientation dependent (i.e. residual dipolar
couplings, RDC), or a combination of both, like crosscorrelated relaxation effects and pseudocontact shifts
(PCS; Bertini et al. 2002; Pintacuda et al. 2004). PCS
present particularly valuable structural restraints, as they
are easy to measure and provide long-range information
that would be difficult to obtain by other techniques. PCS
originate from unpaired electron spins which lead to an
anisotropic magnetic susceptibility tensor (v-tensor). PCS
restraints induced by lanthanide ions have been used to
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investigate structural and dynamical properties of proteins
(Allegrozzi et al. 2000; Bertini et al. 2001, 2004;
Gaponenko et al. 2004; Jensen et al. 2006; Eichmüller and
Skrynnikov 2007; Wang et al. 2007) and protein–ligand
complexes (John et al. 2006; Pintacuda et al. 2007).
In order to apply PCS restraints, eight variables have to
be determined. These comprise the lanthanide position
(three Cartesian coordinates), three angles (e.g. Euler
angles) that relate the molecular frame to the v-tensor
frame, and the axial and rhombic anisotropy parameters
of the v-tensor. (Since PCS depend only on the v-tensor
anisotropy Dv rather than the absolute magnitude of the
v-tensor, it is sufficient to determine the anisotropy
parameters represented by the Dv-tensor.) Several integrated software tools are available for the determination
and study of the alignment tensor using RDCs (Dosset
et al. 2000; Zweckstetter and Bax 2000; Valafar and
Prestegard 2004; Wei and Werner 2006). For the situation
where the 3D structure of the protein is known a priori,
corresponding tools for the determination of the Dv-tensor
from PCS have been developed but are more limited in
scope. The program Fantasia (Banci et al. 1996) and its
extension Fantasian (Banci et al. 1997) can fit the magnitude and Euler angles of the Dv-tensor using a set of
experimental PCS but requires prior knowledge of the
metal coordinates. The program Platypus (Pintacuda et al.
2004) can simultaneously fit the Dv-tensor and assign the
signals of 15N-HSQC spectra of samples containing diamagnetic and paramagnetic lanthanides, but assumes that
the 15N-HSQC peaks are sufficiently well resolved such
that the paramagnetic peaks can be unambiguously associated with their diamagnetic partners. The program
Echidna (Schmitz et al. 2006) uses assigned diamagnetic
15
N-HSQC cross-peaks of a uniformly 15N-labelled protein to determine the magnitude and Euler angles of the
Dv-tensor and, simultaneously, the assignment of the
paramagnetic 15N-HSQC cross-peaks. It also requires
prior knowledge of the approximate metal ion position. In
principle, the structure refinement packages Xplor-NIH
(Schwieters et al. 2003, 2006) with the module PARArestraint for Xplor-NIH (Banci et al. 2004), GROMACS
(Van der Spoel et al. 2005) with an implementation of
orientation restraints (Hess and Scheek 2003), or DYANA
(Güntert et al. 1997) with the module PSEUDYANA
(Banci et al. 1998) could be used for Dv-tensor determination from PCS but the protocols would be cumbersome.
Considering that simultaneous determination of the
Dv-tensor and metal ion position relative to a known
protein structure is a commonly required task, we set out
to design a tool to achieve this in an easier and userfriendly way.
While the metal coordinates of metalloproteins can be
accurately determined by crystallography, the metal
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position must be fitted when no crystal structure is available, e.g., when the lanthanide is introduced via a
lanthanide tag. None of the reported tools addresses this
issue. Here we present the newly developed program
Numbat (New User-friendly Method Built for Automatic
Dv-Tensor determination), which can simultaneously fit the
Dv-tensor and lanthanide coordinates using experimental
PCS values and the coordinates of the protein. Furthermore, the program encompasses a number of useful tools
for multiple data sets recorded with different paramagnetic
lanthanides, for rigid-body docking using PCS, and for
analysis and visualization of the results. Following a
description of the algorithm on which the program builds
and a presentation of the graphical user interface (GUI), we
illustrate the use of Numbat for building the model of a
complex in a rigid-body docking approach using PCS.

Algorithm
The Dv-tensor can be determined and refined by the
comparison between experimentally determined PCS values and PCS values back-calculated from the atomic
coordinates of the molecular structure (Sherry and Pascual
1977; Lee and Sykes 1983; Emerson and La Mar 1990;
Veitch et al. 1990; Banci et al. 1992; Capozzi et al. 1993).
The pseudocontact shift of a nuclear spin i, PCScalc
, is
i
given by (Bertini et al. 2002):
PCScalc
¼
i



1
2~z2i  x~2i  y~2i 3
x~2i  y~2i
Dv
Dvax
þ
2 rh ri2
ri2
12p ri3
ð1Þ

where x~i , y~i , ~zi are the Cartesian coordinates of the nuclear
spin i in the Dv-tensor frame, ri is the distance between the
spin i and the paramagnetic centre, and Dvax and Dvrh are
the axial and rhombic components of the Dv-tensor. The
orientation of the Dv-tensor frame with respect to the
protein frame can be specified, e.g., by three Euler angles
a, b and c.
To quantify the difference between experimental and
back-calculated PCS values we define a quadratic cost c:
c¼

X




  toli ; 0 2
max PCScalc
 PCSexp
i
i

ð2Þ

i

where PCSiexp is the experimental PCS for the spin i, and
toli is its associated tolerance. The tolerance values can be
used to reflect different uncertainties in the measurement of
different PCS. When the lanthanide position is known, only
five Dv-tensor parameters have to be optimized. In this
case, the least square fitting problem is linear, as can be
seen from an alternate formulation of the PCS (Bertini
et al. 2002):
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where xi, yi, zi are the Cartesian coordinates of the spin i in
an arbitrary frame f and Dvxx, Dvyy, Dvzz, Dvxy, Dvxz, Dvyz
are the Dv-tensor components in this frame. The Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm, which is commonly used to determine an alignment tensor from a set of
experimental RDC (Valafar and Prestegard 2004; Wei and
Werner 2006), would be a good candidate to minimize the
cost c. The least square fitting, or the Simplex algorithm
(Nelder and Mead 1965) has been applied in previous work
(Emerson and La Mar 1990; Capozzi et al. 1993). However
the most general problem one has to solve is non-linear
since the metal ion position may be unknown. We consequently chose for the non-linear least square fitting
procedure in Numbat the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
(Marquardt 1963) as implemented in the GNU Scientific
Library (Galassi et al. 2006).

Program features
GUI
The GUI of Numbat was built with the GTK + library
(Krause 2007) that is commonly available on recent Linux
systems. Figure 1 shows two screenshots of the main
interface of Numbat illustrating the intuitive and flexible
user interface.
Input files
Numbat reads atomic coordinates from protein data bank
(PDB; Berman et al. 2000) files. In the case of NMR
structures, the entire ensemble of conformers is loaded and
any subset can be selected for subsequent calculations.
When optimizing the Dv-tensor, PCS are back-calculated
for each selected structure and averaged for the computation of the cost function c (Eq. 2). PCS data can be read
either in the Xplor-NIH format or in a format specific to
Numbat. For test purposes, Numbat also allows the generation of PCS data (optionally with addition of Gaussian
noise) for a user-specified Dv-tensor.
Methyl group definition
The 1H chemical shift of a rotating methyl group can be
described as the average of the chemical shifts of the three

Dvxy
Dvyy
Dvyz

13
Dvxz
Dvyz A5
Dvzz

ð3Þ

1

H spins. The selection ‘‘methyl association’’ in the GUI
allows definition of pseudoatom names for any methyl
group for which the experimental PCS value is to be treated
as the average of the PCS of the three 1H nuclei. The
pseudoatom names can be used to identify the experimental
PCS values of methyl groups in the input file. Alternatively, the PCS values of methyl groups can be
interactively entered via the user-interface.
Optimization of the tensor parameters
In order to give the user a maximum of flexibility, any subset
of the eight Dv-tensor variables can be optimized with the
remaining ones fixed to user-specified values. Such a situation occurs, for example, when a protein–ligand complex is
studied where the protein is tagged with a lanthanide. First,
the Dv-tensor can be determined using the PCS measured for
the protein. Fitting of the position and orientation of the
Dv-tensor with respect to the ligand can subsequently be
performed with a minimal number of adjustable parameters
by keeping the axial and rhombic components of the
Dv-tensor fixed at the values determined for the protein. The
Dv-tensors determined for the protein and the ligand can
finally be superimposed to derive a model of the protein–
ligand complex (Pintacuda et al. 2007).
Numbat also offers the option of restricting the
Dv-tensor variables within user-defined boundaries. This is
useful if the magnitude, position and/or orientation of the
Dv-tensor is approximately known from previous studies
(Su et al. 2008). Depending on the quality and quantity of
PCS measurements available, the Dv-tensor variables
(especially the lanthanide coordinates) may only reach a
local minimum during the optimization procedure. Therefore the starting values of all Dv-tensor variables used to
initialize the minimizer can be changed interactively within
Numbat.
Residual Anisotropic Chemical Shifts (RACS)
Paramagnetic lanthanides bound to the protein weakly
align the molecule in the magnetic field resulting in an
incomplete averaging of the anisotropic chemical shifts.
This can affect the PCS by a shift of up to 0.2 ppm for
backbone 15N and 13C0 spins at a magnetic field of 18.8 T
(John et al. 2005). The RACS correction term DdRACS for
1 N
H , backbone 15N and 13C0 spins can be calculated given
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Fig. 1 Screenshots of Numbat main windows. (a) Graphical User
Interface for the tab Input Data. Four PCS data sets can be loaded
simultaneously under the tabs PCS1 to PCS4. The list of all atoms is
displayed in the main frame and can be filtered with the Display
button to show only the atom or residue types of interest. The
experimental PCS and the tolerance can be directly modified, and
only atoms that are selected (see the column labelled ‘‘Use?’’) are
taken into account in the calculations. The distance between the
respective atom to the metal ion, the calculated PCS and the deviation
between experimental and predicted PCS are calculated and displayed
after each fitting procedure. (b) Graphical User Interface for Tensor

Fit. A Dv-tensor can be fitted for each of the data sets PCS1 to PCS4.
An additional tab (Multiple PCS) is for simultaneous fitting different
data sets that share the same metal-ion centre. The frame Select
conformers allows the choice of the model(s) to be used from a family
of conformers loaded. The Tensor search restraints frame allows the
individual selection of each of the eight variables to be free, fixed or
constrained between two values. The computed Dv-tensor values are
displayed with error estimates from the GSL implementation of the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm and the corresponding unique tensor
representation (‘‘UTR’’) is reported

the Dv-tensor and the chemical shielding anisotropic tensor
(CSA-tensor) using (John et al. 2005):

where B0 is the magnetic field, l0 the induction constant, k
the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, rCSA
the
ii
principal components of the CSA-tensor, coshij the nine
direction cosines between pairs of the principal axis of the
Dv-tensor and the CSA-tensor, and Dvjj the principal

DdRACS ¼
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X
B20
rCSA cos2 hij Dvjj
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components of the Dv-tensor. Numbat optionally uses the
RACS correction term when generating PCS data and fitting Dv-tensors. The orientations of the principal
component axes of the nuclear CSA-tensors and the rCSA
ii
values for 1HN, backone 15N and 13C0 spins are taken from
Cornilescu and Bax (2000).
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may be due to erroneous assignments or discrepancies
between the atomic coordinates of the PDB file and the
actual structure of the protein, as is often the case for flexible
polypeptide segments. Deselecting the corresponding atoms
is likely to improve the Dv-tensor fit in the next iteration.
Conventions

Multiple PCS data sets
A new PCS data set can be obtained by replacing one
paramagnetic lanthanide with another paramagnetic lanthanide. Multiple PCS data sets obtained in this way share a
conserved lanthanide position, but different orientations and
magnitudes of the Dv-tensors must be fitted to each individual PCS data set. Numbat can perform a simultaneous fit
of the Dv-tensors and the shared lanthanide position. This
feature is of particular interest when only a limited number
of PCS can be measured for each lanthanide ion, as fewer
variables in the Dv-tensor fit will facilitate the determination of accurate Dv-tensor parameters. For example, a
limited set of unambiguously measured PCS can be used to
determine initial Dv-tensor parameters from which the PCS
of unassigned paramagnetic cross-peaks can be back-calculated, leading to assignments of additional paramagnetic
cross-peaks and improved Dv-tensor parameters. Similarly,
applications to small ligand molecules with a small number
of NMR signals are aided by limiting the number of
adjustable variables to a minimum.
PCS modification
Once an initial Dv-tensor has been fitted, Numbat computes
and displays PCS values for all atoms. Doubtful assignments can easily be detected at this stage by inspection of
the deviation between experimental and calculated values.
Numbat allows interactive modification of PCSexp
and toli
i
as well as the input of additional PCS data.
PCS selection
The experimental PCS values to be used for the Dv-tensor fit
can be selected according to three criteria: A list of (i) residue types or (ii) atom types can be provided by the user.
This is convenient in the case of selectively isotope-labelled
proteins and allows a quick assessment of the amount of
information necessary in order to retrieve a robust Dv-tensor. (iii) Each individual PCS can be selected or deselected
interactively via the GUI interface. This is particularly
convenient if, after initial optimization of the Dv-tensor,
some of the back-calculated PCS consistently show large
deviations with respect to the experimental values, which

Different conventions have been used in the literature to
report Dv-tensor parameters, including different definitions
of Euler angles, choice of principal and secondary axis of
the Dv-tensor, and units of Dv-tensor magnitudes. Numbat
can report the Dv-tensor parameters in many different
conventions but uses as a default the following conventions: (i) The axes of the Dv-tensor frame are labelled such
that |Dvzz| C |Dvyy| C |Dvxx| in analogy to alignment tensor
conventions (Clore et al. 1998). This ensures that axial and
rhombic components are always of the same sign. (ii) The
Euler angles a, b and c are expressed in the ‘‘ZYZ’’ convention, i.e., the first rotation of angle a is around the z-axis
of the protein frame, the second rotation of angle b is
around the new y0 axis and the last rotation of angle c is
around the new z00 axis (Fig. 2). (iii) While for an asymmetric object the Euler angles are uniquely defined if the
angles a, b and c are taken in the intervals [0, 2p[, [0, p[,
[0, 2p[, respectively, ambiguities arise for symmetric
objects. Therefore, we chose the interval [0, p[ for all three
angles, eliminating the potential ambiguities arising from
the four symmetry-related Dv-tensors that generate the
same PCS values. In the case of b = 0, an infinite number
of combinations of a and c would produce the same overall
rotation. In this case, we set c = 0. These two rules ensure
that any Dv-tensor is unambiguously reported as a single
set of parameters which is referred to in the GUI as UTR
(Unique Dv-Tensor Representation).
Error analysis
The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is used to minimize
the cost c (Eq. 2), but the quality of the fit cannot be
assessed without further error analysis. Therefore, in
addition to the uncertainty values provided by the GSL
implementation of the minimizer, Numbat embeds a
Monte-Carlo protocol with random Gaussian noise added
either to the atomic coordinates of the molecule or to the
experimental PCS values. The robustness of the Dv-tensor
fit with respect to the PCS data set can also be tested by
random subset selection of the PCS values used. Resulting
Dv-tensor orientations are displayed in a Sanson-Flamsteed
projection (Bugayevskiy and Snyder 1995) using the
plotting utility gnuplot.
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Fig. 2 Euler angle definitions used by Numbat. The relative orientation of the Dv-tensor frame with respect to the protein frame is
defined by Euler rotations of angle a, b and c in the ZYZ convention:
(a) A right-handed rotation of angle a around the z-axis is applied to

the protein frame xyz to give the frame x0 y0 z0 . (b) A second rotation of
angle b around the new axis y0 is applied to the frame x0 y0 z0 to give
x00 y00 z00 . (c) The last rotation of angle c around the z00 -axis gives the
Dv-tensor frame

Fig. 3 Visualisation of the Dv-tensor in MOLMOL and PyMOL, and
display of its orientational uncertainty in a Sanson-Flamsteed
projection plot. Numbat can directly call MOLMOL and PyMOL to
display the axes of the fitted Dv-tensor and PCS isosurfaces at userdefined contour levels. The orientational uncertainty of the Dv-tensor

frame can be evaluated by a Monte-Carlo protocol with random
additions of noise to the structure coordinates and/or PCS data, with
optional random selection of subsets of data. Numbat calls gnuplot to
display the results in a Sanson-Flamsteed projection plot

Visualization

studied, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The files of the macros,
PCS potential and PDB file containing the coordinates of
the protein together with coordinates of the metal ion and
Dv-tensor axes can also be saved for later use.

Graphical visualization of the Dv-tensor frame and isosurfaces of PCS values in the structure of the molecule
presents a convenient way to assess the similarity of the
principal axes of multiple Dv-tensors and the similarity of
their respective isosurfaces. To this end Numbat interfaces
with the molecular viewers MOLMOL (Koradi et al. 1996)
and PyMOL (DeLano 2002) by generating suitable macro
files and displaying the Dv-tensor frame and corresponding
PCS isosurfaces in superimposition with the protein
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Output
The list of PCS can be saved in Xplor-NIH format and in a
Numbat-specific format. The weak molecular alignment in
the magnetic field resulting from a non-vanishing
Dv-tensor can be described by an alignment tensor with
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principal axes parallel to those of the Dv-tensor and axial
and rhombic components that are directly proportional to
Dvax and Dvrh, respectively (Tolman et al. 1995). Numbat
calculates the RDC between two spins A and B for the
situation of a completely rigid molecule, using (Bertini
et al. 2002)
B20 cA cB 
hS
RDCcalc
AB ¼ 
3
120kTp2 rAB


2~
z2AB  x~2AB  y~2AB
3
x~2AB  y~2AB
Dvax
þ Dvrh
2
2
2
rAB
rAB

ð4Þ

where cA and cB are the magnetogyric ratios of spins A and
B, respectively, 
h the Planck constant divided by 2p, S the
order parameter, rAB the internuclear distance, and x~AB , y~AB ,
zAB the coordinates of the vector AB expressed in the
~
Dv-tensor frame. The RDC values are reported in Xplor-NIH
(Schwieters et al. 2003, 2006) and Pales (Zweckstetter and
Bax 2000) format.
Finally, Numbat can generate PDB files where the Dvtensor is reported in a format ready for use with MOLMOL
or PyMOL for rigid-body docking alignment, or for further
refinement by Xplor-NIH.

Study case
The proteins e and h are subunits of the complex of proteins
constituting E. coli DNA polymerase III. The complex
between the N-terminal domain of e (e186) and h has been
extensively studied using PCS data (Pintacuda et al. 2006,
2007). In light of the recent crystal structure of the complex
between e186 and the h homolog HOT (Kirby et al. 2006),
we illustrate in the following the features of Numbat by
revisiting the NMR structure of the complex between e186
and h which was derived from PCS induced by Dy3+ and
Er3+ ions bound to the natural metal-binding site of e186
(Pintacuda et al. 2006).
The coordinates of the A chain in the PDB deposition
2IDO (Kirby et al. 2006) was used as the structural
model for e186. The structural model of h was conformer
10 of the NMR structure of h in complex with e186
(PDB accession code 2AXD; Keniry et al. 2006). This
conformer was chosen because it has the lowest backbone RMSD to the HOT protein (2.1 Å) for residues
9–66 (the structurally defined region for which meaningful PCS could be measured). The experimentally
determined PCS values of e186 have been reported previously (Schmitz et al. 2006) and the PCS values of h are
provided in the Supporting Information. All Dv-tensor
optimizations were performed using Numbat including
the RACS correction term and a tolerance value toli of
zero for all spins.

Subunit e186
Table 1 presents the results of the Dv-tensor fit to the PCS
measured for e186. Initially, individual eight-variable
Dv-tensor optimizations were performed using the PCS
data of each lanthanide (Table 1, columns 1 and 2). Next,
the Numbat GUI was updated to display the deviations
between the experimental and back-calculated PCS for the
Dv-tensors found. Several atoms showed deviations
[0.15 ppm between the experimental and back-calculated
PCS (15 out of 199 and 8 out of 255 atoms in the case of
Dy3+ and Er3+, respectively. Without the RACS correction, deviations [0.15 ppm where observed for 36 and
7 atoms, respectively). Assuming that these outliers were
due to problematic measurements or inaccuracies of the 3D
structure, these PCS were removed interactively using the
GUI. Re-calculation of the Dv-tensor was found not to
change the fitted Dv-tensor parameters significantly for any
of the lanthanide ions (results not shown). This can be
explained by the high quality and large number of experimental PCS data available for each lanthanide (backbone
13 0 15
C , N and 1HN spins), resulting in robust fits of the
Dv-tensors.
Since the coordinates of the Dy3+ and Er3+ found in the
individual fits were very similar (Table 1, columns 1 and
2), we subsequently assumed that the Dv-tensors induced
by each lanthanide are centered at the same position relative to e186. The results obtained by simultaneously fitting
the distinct Dv-tensors while restraining their metal coordinate to a common centre (Table 1, columns 3 and 4)
show little difference to the Dv-tensor parameters found
when performing the individual optimizations.
For comprehensive error analysis, we introduced a
random error into the structure coordinates of e186, where
the atomic coordinates were varied according to a
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation r of
0.5 Å, resulting in a mean atom displacement of 0.8 Å.
The resulting uncertainty in Dv-tensor parameters was
approximately equivalent to the uncertainty introduced by
a random variation added to the measured PCS data
sampled from a Gaussian distribution with a standard
deviation r of 0.15 ppm. The Dv-tensor parameters of
e186 were well defined, as the values of all eight
Dv-tensor variables determined by 1,000 randomized
pseudo-replicates of the structure were in good agreement
with the Dv-tensors fitted to the original structure
(Table 2, column 1). To eliminate the possibility that the
quality of the Dv-tensor fit was significantly affected by
the number of PCS measured, the error analysis for the
Dv-tensors fitted to e186 was recalculated with random
selection of only 20% of the measured PCS. The results
(Table 2, column 2) show that the Dv-tensor parameters of
e186 were still well defined.
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Table 1 Dv-tensors determined by Numbat in the frames of the e186 and h molecules
e186a

hb

Individualc
Dy3+

Combinedd
Er3+

Dy3+

Individualc
Er3+

Dy3+

Combinedd
Er3+

Dy3+

Fixede
Er3+

Dy3+

Er3+

Dvaxf

42.3

-10.6

42.3

-10.7

40.1

-13.0

40.2

-10.0

42.3

-10.7

Dvrhf

5.3

-5.1

5.3

-5.1

14.8

-6.5

14.9

-4.8

5.3

-5.1

g

a
bg

169.5
30.2

144.2
29.1

169.5
30.2

143.9
29.2

27.7
114.6

23.7
108.8

27.7
113.9

19.9
118.2

42.2
119.2

34.9
121.5

cg

177.4

134.6

126.9

134.7

126.8

28.4

170.6

27.3

177.7

44.7

mxh

29.4

29.3

29.4

29.4

6.2

9.5

6.4

6.4

4.3

4.3

myh

31.9

32.0

31.9

31.9

-7.5

-7.2

-7.5

-7.5

-5.5

-5.5

mzh

26.7

26.7

26.7

26.7

-18.9

-19.0

-18.8

-18.8

-19.8

-19.8

a

Dv-tensor parameters determined relative to chain A in the PDB coordinate set 2IDO

b

Dv-tensor parameters determined relative to model 10 in the PDB coordinate set 2AXD

c

Dv-tensors determined from PCS induced by Dy3+ or PCS induced by Er3+ (individual optimization)

d

Dv-tensors determined by using the PCS data of Dy3+ and Er3+ simultaneously and optimizing for a single metal ion position (combined
optimization)

e

Dv-tensors determined by using the PCS data of Dy3+ and Er3+ simultaneously, optimizing for a single metal ion position and fixing the Dvax
and Dvrh at the values determined from the PCS data of e186 (fixed optimization)
f

In units of 10-32 m3

g

Euler rotations in the ZYZ convention (degrees)

h

Metal ion coordinate (Å) in the protein frame (A chain of the PDB coordinates 2IDO and model 10 in the PDB data set 2AXD, respectively)

Table 2 Error analysisa for the Dy3+ Dv-tensors fitted to PCS of e186 and h
e186
Structure variation

h
Subset of PCS

Structure variation

Subset of PCS

Dvaxb

42.0 (0.8)

42.4 (1.1)

41.9 (4.3)

Dvrhb

5.3 (0.5)

5.4 (0.8)

15.0 (4.5)

15.3 (2.8)

169.5 (0.7)

169.7 (0.9)

29.3 (6.1)

27.6 (3.2)

114.5 (4.3)

114.4 (3.3)

ac

40.3 (3.1)

bc

30.2 (0.3)

30.2 (0.5)

cc

134.0 (2.6)

134.7 (4.0)

29.2 (10.6)

mxd

29.4 (0.1)

29.4 (0.2)

6.1 (1.3)

6.2 (0.9)

myd

31.9 (0.1)

31.9 (0.2)

-7.4 (1.0)

-7.6 (0.7)

mzd

26.7 (0.1)

26.7 (0.1)

-19.1 (0.8)

-18.9 (0.4)

28.9 (7.9)

a
The average values of the Dv-tensors and their standard deviations (in brackets) are reported. Average values and standard deviations were
calculated from 1,000 sets of randomized atom coordinates (where the extent of randomization followed a Gaussian distribution with a standard
deviation r of 0.5 Å) or from randomly picked subsets of the PCS data (20% in the case of e186 and 80% in the case of h, where much fewer PCS
were available)
b

In units of 10-32 m3

c

Euler rotations in the ZYZ convention (degrees)

d

Metal ion coordinate (Å) in the protein frame (A chain of the PDB coordinates 2IDO and model 10 in the PDB data set 2AXD, respectively)

Subunit h
The results of the Dv-tensor determination in the molecular
frame of h are presented in Table 1. There was only a small
number of spins for which the back-calculated PCS deviated from the experimental PCS by more than 0.15 ppm (4
out of 50 in the case of Dy3+, 0 out of 41 for Er3+). Like
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for e186, removal of these PCS from the optimization did
not significantly change the parameters of the fitted
Dv-tensors. While the Dvax and Dvrh values of Er3+
determined from the PCS observed for h and e186 were
very similar, the Dvrh value of the Dy3+ tensor found for h
was almost three times larger than that found for e186. We
subsequently performed an error analysis for h as for the
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e186 subunit, introducing either random variations into the
atomic positions of h according to a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation r of 0.5 Å or using a random
selection of only 80% of the measured PCS. In either case,
the Dv-tensor parameters of h proved to be less well
defined than those of e186 (Table 2). As h samples a relatively small and remote volume of the Dv-tensors due to
its spatial separation from the metal ion, one would expect
a less accurate determination of the Dv-tensors from the h
data. The effect could be exacerbated by inaccuracies of
the NMR structure.
In order to compensate for the smaller number of
experimentally determined PCS available for h (only 1HN
spins) and the poorer quality of the Dv-tensors fitted, we
performed another fit with Dvax and Dvrh fixed to the values
determined for e186 (Table 1, columns 9 and 10). Analysis
of the experimental versus back-calculated PCS, both for
the eight- and six-variable fits of the Dv-tensor to h,
showed that the PCS deviations were similar in magnitude
and trends. Therefore, constraining Dvax and Dvrh did not
significantly deteriorate the quality of the fit, despite considerable changes of the Dv-tensor parameters (Table 1). A
comparison of the Dv-tensor parameters obtained by using
a single model of h and by averaging over all PDB models
of h is provided in the Supporting Information.
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Numbat facilitates the modelling of protein–protein complexes by listing coordinates of the Dv-tensor axes together

with the protein coordinates in files in PDB format.
Superimposition of the Dv-tensors fitted to e186 and h for
each lanthanide ion yields the three-dimensional structure
of the e186/h complex by straightforward rigid-body
docking. Standard PyMOL or MOLMOL commands can
be used to align the Dv-tensors. Numbat reports the coordinate system of the Dv-tensor in such a way that all four
degenerate solutions arising from the symmetry of the
Dv-tensor about the x, y and z-axes can easily be visualized.
Identification of the correct solution requires additional
information, such as proper steric interactions, chemical
shift perturbation data or knowledge of the biological
function of the complex. The most objective way, however,
is by simultaneous evaluation of the Dv-tensors of different
lanthanides (Pintacuda et al. 2006).
In the case of the complex between e186 and h, the Dvtensor frames of Dy3+ and Er3+ share a common origin for
both proteins. The lowest RMSD value resulting from all
16 possible 7-coordinate alignments between the two
combined Dv-tensors identified a single relative orientation
of the two proteins as the best solution. The position of h
relative to e186 derived from PCS data in this way was also
the correct solution. It agreed with a model of the complex
obtained by superimposition of h onto HOT in the e186/
HOT complex, with a backbone RMSD of 4.4 Å. Similarly
for the Dv-tensor of h calculated with fixed Dvax and Dvrh
values, a backbone RMSD of 4.3 Å was calculated relative
to HOT. When PCS data from only Dy3+ or Er3+ were
used, the backbone RMSD values were, respectively, 4.2 Å
and 4.4 Å for the best fit to the e186/HOT complex. Figure

Fig. 4 The complex between e186 and h determined by superimposition of Dv-tensors. The e186/HOT complex (PDB accession code
2IDO) is shown for reference, with e186 coloured in silver and HOT
(residues 9–66) in orange. The isosurfaces correspond to the PCS
induced by the Dy3+ ion (from individual optimization) contoured at

±1.5 ppm and ±0.5 ppm. Blue and red isosurfaces represent regions
with positive and negative PCS, respectively. Residues 9–66 of h are
shown as a thin dark ribbon in the position defined by the Dy3+ and
Er3+ tensors from the combined optimization for e186 and the fixed
optimization for h shown in Table 1

Modelling the complex between e186 and h
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4 displays the model of the e186/h complex derived from
the superimposition of the Dv-tensors obtained by using the
combined and fixed optimization protocols for e186 and h,
respectively (Table 1).
Conclusion
The program Numbat is the first software package for fitting Dv-tensors from PCS data with a user-friendly GUI.
Numbat calculations are fast, as it was written with opensource Linux routines in C. While the main task of Numbat
is the fit of the eight Dv-tensor variables, the intuitive GUI
combined with convenient data handling, including MonteCarlo error analysis and links to the molecular viewers
MOLMOL and PyMOL, offer high flexibility of use. The
study case of the complex formed between the subunits
e186 and h of E. coli DNA polymerase III illustrates the
simplicity of use of Numbat.
The program for Linux and Windows operating systems is
freely available under the GNU General Public License (GPL)
upon request (see also http://compbio.chemistry.uq.edu.au/
bmmg/christophe/numbat.html).
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